Investing for Success

Under this agreement for 2020
Mareeba State High School will receive

$445 722*

This funding will be used to

- Increase overall A-C achievement from 76.5% in 2019 to 80% in 2020
- Increase overall attendance from 82.7% in 2019 to 85% in 2020
- Decrease overall major and minor behaviours by 5% compared to 2019
- Provide professional development for Staff in development of quality curriculum

Our initiatives include

- Employ additional Head of Department Teaching and Learning to develop staff capability in engaging with the Australian Curriculum version 8.
- Employing additional non-teaching staff to assist with student achievement, attendance and engagement outcomes. (Positive Behaviours for Learning)
- Engaging with additional programs to enhance student engagement in resilience and student self development. (The Resilience Project with the North Queensland Cowboys, RESTART program in conjunction with PCYC and FNQ Region, school based initiatives)
- Review of school Positive Behaviour for Learning and implications around the introduction of the Student Code of Conduct. (Positive Behaviour for Learning)

Our school will improve student outcomes by

- Employing Head of Department Teaching and Learning to develop the Australian Curriculum knowledge and implementation, quality assessment, moderation, feedback and differentiation. $115 585
- Employing additional non-teaching staff to improve attendance, engagement gifted and talented programs, Queensland Certificate of Education attainment, employment pathways and learning support. $256 350
- Provision of engagement and development programs to assist in overcoming disadvantage. $ 13 787
- School review and Staff development in Positive Behaviour for Learning. $ 24 000
- The Resilience Project in conjunction with the North Queensland Cowboys. $ 13 500
- Engaging the RESTART program to work with disengaged students. $ 22 500
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Principal
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Tony Cook
Director-General
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*Funding amount estimated on 2019 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2020 enrolment data are finalised. Actual expenditure may vary due to changes in finalised 2020 enrolment data and student learning needs.